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Categories and Sub6ect Descriptors
C.2.6 [Computer-Communication Networks]: In-
ternetworking—Routers ; C.1.4 [Processor Architec-
tures]: Parallel Architectures

1. IN$R>D?C$I>N
Routers with packet processing functionalities imple-

mented in hardware have been deployed at the core of
networks due to their ability to forward packets at much
higher rates than software router solutions. However,
the data plane of today’s Internet needs to be extensi-
ble to adapt to user demands for services such as secu-
rity, monitoring, and content transcoding. In contrast
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to hardware approaches, software routers provide the
necessary flexibility that enables quick development of
network functionalities and dynamic deployment. Such
software routers serve as basis for many new network
applications (e.g. network virtualization).
With development of modern many-core architec-

tures in the last decade, an increasing number of pro-
cessor cores integrated on a single chip give software
routers potentially high performance. To translate the
massive raw processing power of these systems into
high packet processing performance in software routers,
three key challenges need to be addressed:

• Processing workload partitioning: With dozens to
thousands of processing cores, network applica-
tions written with traditional programming ab-
stractions need to be adapted to provide enough
schedulable tasks to execute in parallel on a large
number of cores.

• Utilization of hardware resources: Load balancing
is di!cult to achieve on many-core architectures.
Even without considering utilization of the core-
to-core interconnect, task scheduling is equivalent
to the Bin Packing problem, which is NP-hard.

• Adaptation to network tra!c: Network tra!c is
bursty in nature. Static resource allocation cannot
support the full range of possible workload scenar-
ios. The ability to dynamically adapt to drastic
changes in processing demand is crucial for high-
performance software routers.

In this paper, we look at these challenges and present
our solution to the problem of adaptive allocation of
hardware resources. Specifically, our contributions in
this paper are:

• A design of runtime mechanism to solve the load-
balancing problem on a homogeneous many-core
architecture.

• A distributed algorithm that scales with the num-
ber of cores integrated in the system and sched-
ules processing tasks incrementally with changes
in network tra!c.



Section 2 presents background and related work. We
introduce the targeted many-core architecture used in
our software routers in Section 3. Workload partitioning
and programming abstraction for software routers are
presented in Section 4. Section 5 provides a detailed dis-
cussion of our distributed scheduling algorithm. We dis-
cuss future work and conclude this paper in Section 6.

2. RELA$ED W>RD
Attempts to design novel many-core architectures

that scale with increasing VLSI gate density have been
made in several areas in last decade. The MIT Raw
project [1], the Tilera Tile64 [2], and the recent Intel
single-chip cloud computer (SCC) [3] aim at general
computing. In the networking domain, network pro-
cessors [4, 5] have also shifted toward many-core archi-
tectures.
Software routers can be developed on various plat-

forms ranging from general computing systems such as
workstation or server [6, 7] to specialized hardware such
as network processors [8] and graphics processors [9].
With an increasing number of cores integrated on-chip,
the traditional run-to-completion model for packet pro-
cessing becomes ine!cient for high data rates. To tackle
this problem, recent software routers based on general
computing platforms already move toward more flexible
schemes for o"oading processing [10].
A simple and concise method to partition network

processing applications and create large number of
schedulable elements has been attempted by Click
[11]. Load-balancing scheduling of Click-based soft-
ware router has been developed on symmetric multi-
processors (SMP) architectures [12, 13] and network
processors [14].
Achieving high utilization of massively parallel pro-

cessing resources has been studied in the context of dis-
tributed operating systems for traditional distributed
systems [15], many-core processors, and cloud comput-
ing [16]. Our work on many-core architectures di#ers
from these results because we specifically focus on net-
work processing workloads.

3. FANGHC>RE ARCII$EC$?RE
Traditional SMP multi-core architectures such as the

Intel Core Duo [17] have been extended from single-core
system. On such architectures, cores have individual
low-level caches to exploit locality in program execution
and shared high level cache to maintain global cache co-
herence. Large amounts of data are exchanged among
cores and the execution of synchronization primitives
are carried on the shared memory bus. The competi-
tion for access to the memory bus therefore becomes
the bottleneck of the architecture and has limited such
systems from scaling to more than a dozen of cores.
This limitation, in turn, has led to low performance of

Figure 1: Homogeneous Many-Core Architec-
ture

network processing [18].
To tackle this scalability issue, architectures of cur-

rent many-core processors, such as Tilera Tile64 and
Intel SCC, have been designed with dozens to hundreds
of cores interconnected by a mesh network, as shown in
Figure 1. Processor cores are divided into regions with
each region having its own I/O hub and local memory
(NUMA). Memory and I/O access to local resources is
significantly faster than to remote resources on such ar-
chitectures, but global cache coherence is not supported
in hardware. These innovations in hardware design
present significant challenges to both software develop-
ment and resource management. Key problems are how
to utilize the large number of cores and how to balance
the processing workload across local hardware resources
without creating performance bottlenecks. These ques-
tions have become a challenging and urgent issue in
both research and development.

4. S>F$WARE R>?$ER SGS$EF
Raw processing power and high interconnect band-

width make homogeneous many-core architecture an
ideal platform for software routers to perform packet-
oriented processing. However, current software router
systems do not scale well on such architecture for three
reasons:

• Cache ine!ciency: Typical software routers run
the network stack in a monolithic kernel, which re-
quires more memory than can fit into the cache of
most o#-the-shelf processors. This leads to cache
miss penalties that have significant negative im-
pact on system throughput. Additional packet
processing steps and large amounts of input tra!c
may further contribute to high cache miss rates.

• High synchronization cost: The run-to-completion
model for packet processing (i.e., all processing
for a single packet stays in one processor core)
works well for SMP architectures with a dozen
or less cores. However, the inherent problem of
synchronization (e.g., lock mechanism) for run-to-
completion model severely limits the scalability of
software system [16].

• Low single-core performance: The performance in-
crease of individual cores does not match that



(a) Task Graph

(b) Fine-grained Task Graph

(c) Duplication Support

Figure 2: Workload Representation for Software
Router

of network devices. The performance of individ-
ual processor cores grows slowly and most per-
formance increases on processor systems are due
to larger numbers of parallel cores. With the ad-
vent of 40 Gbps network equipment, packets from
one input device can easily saturate an entire core.
This trend implies that packet processing systems
will continue to move towards many-core architec-
tures, for which the run-to-completion model is
unsuitable.

Micro-kernel operating system with the ability to flexi-
bly distribute packet processing workload among cores
is therefore an obvious choice for the next-generation
software router infrastructure.
To achieve flexible workload o"oading, the tradi-

tional tightly-coupled run-to-completion programming
model needs to be broken into loosely-coupled process-
ing steps. An example of such an approach is illustrated
in Figure 2(a), where a “task graph” of connected pro-
cessing steps is shown. Each node in task graph rep-
resents part of the overall processing workload and can
be scheduled individually on any existing core. Distri-
bution of such workload on many-core systems can be
explored in two dimensions:

• Exploiting parallelism between task graph nodes:
Fine-grained workload partition yields more nodes
that can potentially be scheduled on more cores.
Figure 2(b) shows an example of partitioning IPv4
forwarding workload. Steps for TTL field and
checksum checking, forwarding table lookup, TTL
update and etc. are identified separately as schedu-
lable nodes similar to elements in Click [11].

• Exploiting parallelism within a task graph node:
Multiple instances of a node can be scheduled on

di#erent cores at the same time to split the overall
workload of original node [19]. For example, all
processing in IP forwarding can be done in par-
allel since duplicated nodes can work on di#erent
packets and no synchronization is required. The
ability of scheduling duplicated nodes is essential
to enabling massive parallelism in many-core ar-
chitecture. Some nodes, such as the device input
queue Qin and output queue Qout in Figure 2(c),
can have only a fixed number of duplicated in-
stances as each instance handles a separate queue
in physical device. Other nodes, such as IP for-
warding, can be duplicated arbitrarily many times
to let many cores in the system run an instance
for maximum parallelism.

The first level of parallelism is up to software devel-
opers. In this paper, we present a runtime mechanism
that is designed to schedule multiple task graphs and
multiple instances of tasks to exploit the full parallelism
of a many-core architecture.

5. DIS$RI"?$ED R?N$IFE SCIED?LH
IN'

We designed a distributed run-time system to manage
processing resource dynamically on a many-core sys-
tem. Each core runs a micro-kernel operating system
which handles message construction and transmission,
tasks instantiation, and local time-sharing scheduling
(e.g., using [20]). The target many-core architecture is
assumed to have common constraints such as bidirec-
tional interconnects, reliable message delivery, queuing
policy, total connectivity, and unique identifiers for each
core.
The main idea of our approach is to identify the

cores that are overloaded (and thus present performance
bottlenecks). Using the o"oading algorithm described
below, we reassign processing tasks from these highly-
loaded cores to achieve a more balanced workload dis-
tribution. To minimize the overhead for moving pro-
cessing tasks over long distances, we give preference to
o"oading to immediate neighbors. However, the sys-
tem also supports o"oading across clusters or the en-
tire many-core system. Providing these o"oading tech-
niques ensures that workload hot spots get dynamically
dispersed over the entire chip.
In this section, we first discuss how resource consump-

tion is monitored and profiled in the system. Then, we
introduce task o"oading in mesh networks with a few
cores. At the end of the section, we extend our dis-
tributed algorithm to mesh network of arbitrary size.

5.1 Resource Consumption Proling
For each task running on a processor core, the local

operating system associates an input queue and out-
put queue with the task. As the system is in charge



of packet exchange with neighboring cores and task
scheduling, it is capable of knowing the I/O bandwidth
to neighboring cores and the processing capacity allo-
cated to each local task. With this profiling informa-
tion, the system can make decisions about the status
of a local task, such as whether it is bounded by I/O
(i.e., small and fixed queue length) or processing (i.e.,
large and increasing queue length). The goal of task
o"oading in such a many-core system is to distribute
processing-bounded tasks to under-utilized cores, for
which there is su!cient interconnect bandwidth be-
tween o"oading core and o"oaded core.

5.2 Local $asN >foading
We have designed a heuristic algorithm (Algo-

rithm 1) for task o"oading between neighboring cores
(bfo offload()). Whenever the local system detects
a processing-bounded task, it first notifies all its neigh-
bors N(PID) to finish their on-going o"oading pro-
cess with lock neighbor(). This step ensures that the
initiator node can get accurate utilization information
from neighbors. It is important to note that locking
does not interrupt tasks that are already running on
neighbors. The algorithm then selects neighbors whose
remaining bidirectional interconnect bandwidth Bi can
at least match input/output bandwidth B(task) of the
to-be-o"oaded task. If there exists such a neighbor,
the algorithm further checks its unutilized processing
capacity Ctotal ! CN , and o"oad the task only when
the neighbor have more available processing capacity
than the local processor.
System performance can also benefit from o"oading

a duplicated task instance to under-utilized neighbors.
In this case, function bfo offload dup() lets the local
system select the most under-utilized neighbor with un-
used bidirectional bandwidth and instruct this neighbor
to instantiate a duplicated task.
This algorithm accomplishes best-e#ort task o"oad-

ing from the local processor. When a task can be dupli-
cated, the duplicating version of the algorithm is used
by the system; otherwise the normal version is executed.
However, Algorithm 1 can only handle task o"oading
among immediate neighbors. In mesh networks with
dozens of cores or more it is necessary to enable task
o"oading between remote cores.

5.3 $asN >foading in Cluster
Figure 3 shows an example of a cluster. We use a

spanning tree (grey lines) to exchange utilization infor-
mation to identify the node within the cluster that is
least loaded (and thus a candidate to receive o"oaded
tasks). We use Ii,util to represent this utilization infor-
mation for core i. On the control tree, the election of
the candidate node follows the “saturation” technique
described in [21], which has three phases:

Algorithm 1 Breadth-First O"oading.

1: function bfo o"oad()
2: result " FAILURE
3: Nunvisited " N(PID)
4: lock neighbor(Nunvisited)
5: for i = |Nunvisited| to 1 do
6: if Bi < B(task) then
7: Nunvisited " Nunvisited !Ni

8: end if
9: end for

10: if |Nunvisited| > 0 then
11: N " mini(U(Nunvisited))
12: if Ctotal ! CN > Ctask then
13: result " o"oad(task,N)
14: end if
15: end if
16: unlock neighbor(N(PID))
17: return result
18:
19: function bfo o"oad dup()
20: result " FAILURE
21: Nunvisited " N(PID)
22: lock neighbor(Nunvisited)
23: for i = |Nunvisited| to 1 do
24: N " mini(U(Nunvisited))
25: if BN > 0 then
26: result " o"oad(task,N)
27: break
28: else
29: Nunvisited " Nunvisited !Ni

30: end if
31: end for
32: unlock neighbor(N(PID))
33: return result
34:
35: function lock neighbor(N)
36: for i = |N | to 1 do
37: send Mlock to Ni

38: wait until receive Mlockack

39: end for
40:
41: function unlock neighbor(N)
42: for i = |N | to 1 do
43: send Munlock to Ni

44: wait until receive Munlockack

45: end for
46:
47: function o"oad(task,N)
48: send Moffload to N
49: wait until receive Moffloadack

50: result " RESULT (Moffloadack)
51: return result
52:



Figure 3: Control Tree and Token Ring

1. Activation: Whenever the current candidate starts
to run a new task, it broadcasts a “re-election”
message on the control tree.

2. Saturation: Each leaf node i receives “re-election,”
collects its Ii,util, and sends it to connected in-
ternal node; Any internal node j, after receiving
“re-election” and collecting its own Ij,util waits un-
til receiving all but one neighbor’s utilization in-
formation. Then it compares all available infor-
mation including its own, selects the node k with
minimum utilization, and sends Ik,util to the only
neighbor in control tree that it has not yet received
information from. At the end of this phase, ex-
actly two adjacent nodes receive information from
all their neighbors. After these two exchange min-
imum utilization information on their part of the
tree, they can agree on which core in the con-
trol tree has minimum utilization information, and
this core is elected as candidate. In case multiple
candidates exist, the one with largest identifier is
elected.

3. Resolution: In this phase, the candidate’s identi-
fier and utilization is broadcasted on control tree
such that each node knows to which core it should
o"oad task to.

Message complexity of candidate election is 3n ! 4,
where n is the number of cores in a cluster. Re-election
only happens when a new task is o"oaded to the can-
didate.
To prevent message flooding of simultaneous o"oad-

ing requests from multiple cores, we use a token ring
(red lines) that includes all cores in a cluster. A to-
ken is a message passed on the ring in a fixed direction.
The core with the token checks whether it is feasible to
o"oad a local task graph to candidate, and performs
o"oading if necessary, then pass the token on to next
core. The use of token ring therefore enables o"oad
initiator selection in a round-robin manner.

Figure 4: Multi-level Control Tree

Our candidate selection algorithm can be extended
to select more than one candidate node in each run and
to allow multiple tokens for o"oading. These changes
lead to more (parallel) o"oading within a cluster.

5.4 'lobal $asN >foad
The scalability of the control tree and token ring for

clusters discussed above is limited and may not be suit-
able for clusters of large size. To tackle this problem,
we extend the control tree to multiple levels. Figure
4 shows a three-level spanning tree that controls 256
cores.
The first-level spanning tree manages candidate se-

lection in clusters. Higher-level trees are constructed
from up to four lower-level trees. Whenever an o"oad
request cannot be resolved on a ith level, this request
will forwarded to i+1st level. This action triggers can-
didate selection on the i + 1st level. In the limit, all
levels are checked for suitable o"oading candidates.

5.5 Scheduling SummarQ
Our scheduling mechanism manages processing and

interconnect resources in many-core architecture in a
divide-and-conquer manner: cores are divided into mul-
tiple levels of regions with the top-most region cover-
ing all nodes and leaf regions (clusters) containing fixed
number of cores. Scheduling (i.e., o"oading) attempts
at any level are first made in the local region. Only
when local region does not have su!cient resources (i.e.,
o"oading fails due to the lack of a under-utilized core),
the scheduling attempt goes up one level. Regions of
the same level can process in parallel without the need
to synchronize unless the higher-level region decides to
make a cross-region o"oading attempt. This approach
ensures that the many-core system can process packets
e#ectively and with only a small amount of coordination
between cores.



6. C>NCL?SI>NS
Many-core architectures present a fundamental chal-

lenges to software router systems with respect to hard-
ware resource utilization. As systems with thousands of
cores on a single chip emerge over the coming decade,
it is crucial to provide the mechanisms to translate
this raw processing power into high packet processing
performance. We present a system for managing pro-
cessing resources that allows balanced distribution of
task across the entire chip. Our distributed task of-
floading algorithm is capable of making local o"oading
decisions in parallel and chip-level o"oading decisions
within O(n logn) time complexity.

As ongoing research, we are planning to develop an
implementation of the runtime mechanism on a mesh-
based network processor prototype. Once this mecha-
nism exists on a practical system, we can evaluate its
performance and compare it to other techniques. In
addition, we hope to show that the presented approach
provides an ideal mechanism for dispersion of workload
across a many-core architecture.
Overall, we believe that understanding and e#ectively

utilizing many-core processor systems is essential for fu-
ture high-performance network systems. The presented
work provides an initial step towards this goal.
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